LANGUAGE FOCUSED PRESCHOOL
TIME TO TALK
This language based preschool is designed for children between the ages of 2.5 to 4 years who are experiencing difficulties with language development and/or speech production. All activities are speech and language intensive and foster appropriate social interactions in an environment that is fun and friendly. Children will work in group and individual sessions daily. The class has a maximum enrollment of 8 children.

T, W, TH  8:00-10:30

LANGUAGE, LISTENING AND PHONOLOGY
This program is offered to participants in grades K-1st and 2nd-3rd. It is designed for children who have mild to moderate delays in receptive, expressive, and/or speech production skills. Camp will focus on providing campers with interactive activities designed to increase language and phonological skills. Lessons will incorporate vocabulary and literacy based tasks, as well as speech sound and phonics based production and perception activities that will strengthen core skills in sound awareness and speech intelligibility.

T, W, TH  11:00-2:00

EMPOWERED TO SPEAK
This program is specifically designed for school-age children and teens (7-18) who stutter. It will incorporate both individual and group therapy using a ‘whole-child’ approach for effective communication. Each child will work on individual goals in a supportive environment that addresses education about stuttering, incorporates fluency enhancing and modification strategies, and encourages children to break down communication fears, to be a more confident and effective communicator.

T and TH  1:30-4:30
Cost $240.00

All mini camps will operate from
Thursday, July 6th through Wednesday, August 2nd 2017

SPACE IN EACH PROGRAM IS LIMITED
Please call or email BY Friday, May 19, 2017 to register
716-829-5575
ubspeechandhearingclinic@gmail.com

MATERIALS FEE of $35.00 is required at time of registration. Non-refundable after Friday, May 26, 2017

Questions about mini-camps? Please contact Mary Staebell about programming details
716-829-5528
marystae@buffalo.edu
We may ask you to bring your child in for a free eligibility screening.

COMMUNICATION CAFÉ
BREWING YOUR POTENTIAL
This summer program, offered in collaboration with Buffalo Hearing & Speech Center, focuses on developing social language skills in teens (13-16) who struggle to communicate effectively. The Café is envisioned as a supportive and dynamic social environment that will encourage appropriate and mature communication skills and provide transitions support using a blend of individualized and group instruction, creative arts, and team and confidence building activities.

T and TH  9:00-1:00 (4 hours) New time

ARTICULATION CAMP
New this year! Limited space offerings for individual therapy sessions for those children ages 4-15 who have articulation concerns. The one hour individual sessions would include an intense focus on remediating speech-sound errors. Please call for time, cost and availability details.
ENROLLMENT INFORMATION

Step 1: Select the mini camp you feel best meets your child’s needs.

Step 2: Call or email the clinic to register. Early registration is advised due to limited space. Registration is open until Friday, May 19, 2017.

Phone: 716-829-5575
Email: ubspeechandhearingclinic@gmail.com

Registration Fee: $35.00 In addition to tuition. Registration fee is non-refundable after Friday, May 26, 2017.

TUITION

The tuition rate for all mini camps, with the exception of Empowered to Speak and Articulation Camp is $365.00, payable in full by the first day of the program. Refunds will not be granted, except when due to extreme circumstances as determined by the Clinical Coordinator. Tuition assistance is available to eligible families who are unable to pay the full tuition fee. Medical insurance will NOT be billed for these programs.

All information pertaining to clients served by the UB Speech-Language and Hearing Clinic is maintained in the strictest confidence in adherence with all state and federal regulations. The Clinic is readily accessible to persons with disabilities. No person, in whatever relationship to the University at Buffalo, shall be subject to discrimination on the basis of age, creed, color, handicapping condition, national origin, race, religion, gender, marital or veteran status.

Why Choose UB Mini Camps?

Enthusiastic graduate student clinicians are supervised by licensed and certified clinical faculty who are experts in their respective fields.

Treatments are well supported by available research evidence.

1:1 child to therapist ratio in individual and group activities.

Reasonable fees and payment options.

Friendly and relaxed therapeutic environment.

Speech and Language Mini-Camps

July 6–August 2, 2017

GROUPS OFFERED THIS SUMMER:

Language, Listening and Phonology Camp

Language Focused Preschool (Time to Talk)

Communication Café

Brewing Your Potential

Empowered to Speak

DIRECTIONS

UB SPEECH-LANGUAGE & HEARING CLINIC
52 BIOMEDICAL EDUCATION BUILDING
BUFFALO, NY 14214

The Clinic is located in the Biomedical Education Building on the UB South Campus. From Bailey Avenue, turn onto Sherman Road at the traffic light. On Sherman, bear right at the stop sign onto the Diefendorf Loop. Clinic parking is designated on the right side of the loop. Look for the Clinic sign by our entrance and go down to the ground floor. You will receive a clinic parking pass that you must clearly display on the dashboard of your vehicle.